Purpose: To describe the intraoperative multicatheter implantation technique for accelerated partial breast irradiation (APBI) delivered with high-dose-rate brachytherapy (HDR-BT). Secondarily, to evaluate outcomes and toxicity in a series of 83 patients treated with this technique at our institution.
Purpose
Accelerated partial breast irradiation (APBI) is usually performed as a post-lumpectomy radiotherapy technique for women with early-stage breast cancer to deliver treatment exclusively to the tumor bed. Historically, adjuvant whole-breast irradiation (WBI) after lumpectomy has been considered the standard therapeutic approach, with rates of overall survival and locoregional control comparable to mastectomy alone [1] . However, recent data published by Strnad et al. clearly determine the non-inferiority of the partial irradiation approach in the treatment of early breast cancer [2] . The rationale for partial breast irradiation is supported by data from three randomized trials demonstrating that most recurrences following lumpectomy alone, occur adjacent to the lumpectomy cavity [3, 4, 5] and therefore, WBI might be unnecessary. For this reason, interest in APBI, which targets only the area surrounding the tumor site, has increased in recent years [6, 7] .
One of the main benefits of APBI is that it reduces the total treatment time from 3-6 weeks to less than a week, which improves patients' satisfaction and overall quality of life, especially for those patients who live far from radiation centers. APBI can also lower the radiation doses to the healthy surrounding organs and tissues, thus reducing toxicity and improving cosmesis. In addition, costeffectiveness ratio for APBI is lower than for WBI [8] .
Several APBI techniques have been developed as alternatives to the more conventional post-operative approaches [9, 10, 11] , including single-entry intracavitary devices, multi-lumen balloons, and external beam radiation therapy with low energy X-ray. Nevertheless, the most widely used technique with the longest history and follow-up is interstitial multicatheter brachytherapy [12, 13] . In the conventional approach to interstitial multicatheter brachytherapy, the percutaneous catheters are inserted 2-3 weeks after breast surgery, when the resected tissue has already been analyzed and the complete pathological report is available. At our institution, we have proposed an alternative approach to all patients who live far from the treatment center or who are frail: implantation of the catheter during tumor resection to perform perioperative APBI. The objective of this approach is to avoid the need for a second surgical procedure. This approach is also used to treat recurrent disease as a second conservative treatment.
Intraoperative multicatheter implantation delivered with high-dose-rate (HDR) brachytherapy (MC-HDR) provides excellent coverage to the entire tumor bed. In addition, compared to post-operative brachytherapy, the intraoperative approach allows for direct visualization of the tumor bed and, consequently, more accurate placement of the catheters. At our institution, we perform computed tomography (CT) scan 48-72 hours post-operative to minimize the risk of movement or displacement. Published reports on this intraoperative approach are scant, despite the important advantages over post-operative catheter implantation [14] . However, Gurram et al. found no difference in implant quality between intraoperative and post-operative catheter implants, but they recommended the intraoperative technique due to the advantage of direct visualization of the tumor cavity [15] .
In this context, the main objectives of the present study were: 1. To describe in detail the intraoperative technique of interstitial multicatheter implantation; and 2. To evaluate the advantages of this approach compared to conventional post-operative catheter insertion and to competing IORT techniques. In addition, we report outcomes and toxicity in a series of 83 patients treated with this technique at our institution.
Material and methods
Between November 2006 and June 2017, 83 patients (59 patients with early-stage primary breast cancer and 24 with recurrent breast cancer) were treated with intraoperative MC-HDR brachytherapy for APBI at the Catalan Institute of Oncology, Barcelona, Spain. We retrospectively analyzed the outcomes of these patients. The study was conducted in accordance with our institutional protocols. Written informed consent was obtained from each patient before starting the procedure.
All patients underwent tumorectomy with a resection margin that included sufficient normal breast tissue to ensure tumor-free margins. Sentinel node biopsy (SNB) was performed in all cases, except for patients with recurrent disease who had undergone axillary lymph node dissection for the primary tumor.
Candidates for APBI were those who met the criteria for APBI [16, 17, 18] , and those patients who refused mastectomy after developing a local recurrence following conservative surgery and adjuvant WBI and thus, were receiving a second treatment. Consequently, eligibility criteria for intraoperative MC-HDR were as follows: unicentric, unifocal tumor with negative margins and negative SNB; breast anatomy suitable for multicatheter implantation; locally-recurrent disease or frail/elderly patients in whom the decision to perform APBI with MC-HDR was made prior to surgery to avoid the risks associated with a second procedure (due to frailty).
Follow-up, consisting of complete clinical examinations, was performed according to the following schedule: initially, at 2 months post-treatment, then every 6 months for the first two years, and annually thereafter. All the patients underwent an annual mammography.
Implant technique and treatment delivery
The tumorectomy was performed under general anesthesia. Six metallic clips were inserted into the tumor bed limits as described by Major et al. [19] . Next, the resected tumor and SNB (if performed) were sent to the laboratory for assessment. After intraoperative pathological confirmation (achieved within 15 minutes after tumor resection in most cases) of the negative sentinel lymph node and negative tumor margins, metallic needles were manually inserted around the open cavity, using a plastic guide template with needle holes to achieve geometric distribution. Previously, all entry and exit points were marked on the skin surface to plan the needle distribution. The needles were spaced to form equilateral triangles of 1.6 cm and inserted in two to four planes, beginning in the inferior plane to ensure sufficient radiation coverage to the deep tumor cavity under direct visualization; applicators in the superior planes were implanted only after closure of the surgical cavity. The needles were then replaced by plastic tubes and attached with buttons at both ends (Figures 1 and 2 ). The number of applicators and tubes used varied according to the tumor cavity size and breast anatomy.
A computed tomography (CT) scan with 2 mm slice thickness was performed in the Radiation Oncology Department after the definitive pathologic findings from the surgical specimen were available (usually within 3 to 5 days after surgery). The Oncentra system (Elekta Company, Veenendaal, The Netherlands) was used for treatment planning. The planning target volume (PTV) was defined according to the surgical margins to assure a total margin of 20 mm around the tumor boundaries. In cases in which the PTV overlapped the skin and/or chest wall, a margin of 5 mm was cropped out of these structures [20] .
Patients were treated with HDR-BT with a 192 Ir source delivered in 2-3 fractions per day, with a minimum of 6 hours separation between fractions. In all cases, brachytherapy started within days after surgery. Patients were offered one of two options: either to remain hospitalized in the Brachytherapy Unit during the entire course of treatment, or to return to the center twice a day to receive treatment.
A modified Paris system was used for dosimetric purposes [21] . The treatment planning parameters were established as follows: at least 90% of the defined PTV was to receive 100% of the prescribed dose (coverage ratio ≥ 0.9); maximum dose to the skin: ≤ 70% of the prescribed dose; D 90 > 100%, V 150 < 50%, with a dose non-compliance ratio (DNR) < 0.35 (which was achieved in 86% of cases).
All patients who underwent MC-HDR from November 2006 through September 2012, received 10 fractions of 3.4 Gy in accordance with the technique described by Vicini et al. [22] . However, due to the participation of our center in the GEC-ESTRO randomized trial [2] , the treatment scheme was changed in October 2012 to 8 fractions of 4 Gy each (the same scheme recommended by the GEC-ESTRO randomized phase III trial). Therefore, the fractionation schedule varied slightly among the study sample. Nevertheless, the equivalent total dose in 2 fractions (EQD 2 ), with a tumor α/β ratio value of 4, was similar in both schemes (41.93 Gy and 42.67 Gy, respectively), with a biological effective dose (BED) of 62.9 Gy and 64 Gy, respectively.
In the present report, we describe not only the technical data for the procedure, but also treatment outcomes in terms of overall survival (OS), disease-free survival (DFS), local control, cosmesis, and the toxicity profile for all patients (both primary breast cancer and local recurrence).
Results
Eighty-four patients underwent intraoperative interstitial multicatheter implant followed by HDR brachytherapy within 2-3 days after implantation. In one case, the intraoperative biopsy revealed a positive SNB and consequently, definitive intraoperative brachytherapy was abandoned; instead, the intraoperative implant was converted to a boost to the tumor bed (3 fractions of Table 2 .
Disease control
The three-year OS in the whole sample (both primary cancer and local recurrence groups) was 95%. Notably, none of the five deaths were attributed to breast cancer, and no evidence of relapse was observed in any of those cases. The 3-year DFS rate for the whole sample was 97%, and no local failures were recorded.
The 3-year OS and DFS rates in the recurrent and primary cancer groups, respectively, were as follows: OS -87% vs. 89%, and DFS -96% vs. 97.8%.
Among the 24 patients treated for local recurrence, one was diagnosed with contralateral breast cancer four years after treatment, two (8.3%) experienced a second relapse (not local), and one presented positive regional lymph nodes and bone metastasis on a PET-CT scan performed one month after brachytherapy treatment, suggesting that the patient had been understaged at the time of surgery. The other recurrence occurred in a patient who presented with bone metastases 10.5 years after APBI (21 years after primary breast cancer diagnosis).
Toxicity and cosmetic outcomes
Of the 59 patients treated for primary breast cancer, acute toxicity (infectious mastitis) was observed in one patient (1.6%). Based on that case, we now routinely administer antibiotic therapy for all intraoperative approaches. Of the 24 patients treated for local recurrence, eight developed acute toxicity. Of these, 7 (31.9%) were infectious mastitis and 1 (4.3%) hematoma.
Six patients did not reach the minimum follow-up of 6 months to evaluate late toxicity; therefore, late toxicity was evaluated only in 77 patients (55 patients in the primary breast cancer group and 22 patients in the recurrence group). In the primary breast cancer group (n = 55), late toxicities were as follows: fibrosis ≥ G3 in 3 patients (5.6%), mastitis in 3 cases (5.5%), and hypochromic skin (13.4) spots at the catheter entrance and exit points in 8 patients (14.8%). Late toxicities in the local recurrence group (n = 22) were as follows: fibrosis ≥ G3 in 15 patients (68%), mastitis in 6 cases (27.3%), and hypochromic skin spots at the catheter entrance and exit points in 8 patients (36.4%). Tables 3 and 4 provide the acute and late toxicity profile for both groups. Cosmetic outcomes, determined according to on the 4-point Harvard breast cosmesis scale [23] were as follows: in the primary breast cancer group: excellent (6 patients, 11.1%), good (49 patients, 63%), fair (1 patient, 1.8%), and poor (0 patients); in 2 cases (4.9%), no cosmetic ratings were available. Cosmetic outcomes in the local recurrence group were: good (49 patients, 63%), fair (6 patients, 27.3%), and poor (7 patients, 32%); in 4 cases (7%), no cosmetic ratings were available. In the local recurrence group, no data were available regarding the cosmetic outcomes after primary treatment.
Discussion
In recent years, the body of evidence from randomized clinical trials supporting the use of APBI versus WBI has increased substantially. Consequently, APBI is currently an accepted alternative to WBI in selected patients [7, 18] , because it offers comparable survival rates, better cosmesis, and a less burdensome treatment [2, 24, 25, 26] . In addition, recent analyses by Shah and Lanni have demonstrated that brachytherapy-based APBI reduces overall financial cost of treatment [27, 28] .
The present study provides a detailed description of the intraoperative approach to interstitial multicatheter implantation. We also provide outcomes and toxicity in a series of 83 patients treated with this approach, with results that are comparable to WBI in terms of low toxicity and excellent survival rates. Although five patient deaths occurred during the follow-up, the causes (i.e. for cardiovascular or pulmonary diseases) were unrelated to breast cancer or treatment. Notably, no cases of local relapse were observed. These findings support the effectiveness of intraoperative MC-HDR brachytherapy for APBI in the treatment of both locally recurrent and early-stage breast cancer.
The intraoperative implantation of multicatheters offers many advantages. First, it avoids the need for a sec- ond surgical intervention and the risks related. In addition, this procedure allows for direct visualization both operating bed and the implant site and, consequently, a more accurate placement. In addition, of the various APBI techniques, multicatheter interstitial BT has the longest track record, and two randomized phases 3 trials have demonstrated that it is comparable to WBI [2, 29] . Another advantage of APBI is reduced treatment time versus WBI, which requires from 3 to 6 weeks of daily sessions, being inconvenient particularly for the elderly and for patients with mobility problems, or those who live far from the radiation therapy facility [30] . By contrast, not only does APBI reduce treatment time, but it guarantees excellent coverage of the tumor bed and decreases radiation doses to nearby organs and structures such as the lungs, heart, and ribs [31] . Interest in the use of IORT for APBI has increased in the last 10-15 years, with the emergence of techniques such as MammoSite balloon brachytherapy, Intrabeam IORT, and electron IORT [10] . Although these techniques have been embraced by many clinicians, their appearance has also resulted in important controversies due to the lack of a definitive pathological diagnosis before irradiation, and to the impossibility of ensuring complete coverage of the tumor bed and margins [32, 33] . In this sense, conventional (i.e. post-operative) multicatheter brachytherapy offers an excellent alternative to both WBI and IORT, because it does not suffer from the aforementioned disadvantages.
Recently, Strnad et al. [2] reported results from the GEC-ESTRO phase 3 APBI trial that assessed APBI administered via exclusive multicatheter brachytherapy. The results demonstrated that this technique after breast-conserving surgery was as effective as adjuvant WBI in carefully selected, early-stage breast cancer patients, and that multicatheter brachytherapy for APBI was not inferior to WBI -in contrast to the results reported in the ELIOT and TARGIT trials, both of which failed to prove the non-inferiority of IORT to WBI [10, 34] .
The insertion of the catheters intraoperatively rather than post-operatively is what differentiates the technique described in the present article from the technique used in the GEC-ESTRO study. Theoretically, intraoperative implantation should provide a small advantage in terms of local control and toxicity due to better accuracy of the catheter placement offered by direct visualization of the operating bed. Moreover, as with conventional post-operative multicatheter brachytherapy, intraoperative MC-HDR avoids the drawbacks of other IORT techniques, which use instruments with a spherical applicator that do not conform the surgical cavity, thus leading to incomplete coverage. By contrast, intraoperative MC-HDR allows a precise implantation and irradiation around the tumor bed at 1-1.5 cm, providing excellent coverage of the entire tumor bed and margins. As our results show, at least 90% of the defined PTV received 100% of the prescribed dose (coverage index ≥ 0.9). PTV underdosing areas were only accepted to meet dose constraints of the skin and chest wall.
Another benefit of intraoperative MC-HDR is that treatment planning and radiotherapy delivery are performed only few days after surgery when the final pathological diagnosis becomes available, an approach that bridges the gap between other IORT techniques, in which the patient is irradiated before definitive pathological assessment.
Notwithstanding the long history and proven efficacy of interstitial multicatheter brachytherapy in APBI, only a few reports have described the intraoperative MC-HDR technique [14, 35] . Sato et al. [14] provided in-depth description of this approach in a study conducted to assess the feasibility and safety of catheter insertion during tumorectomy. In that study, the authors report good tumor control with low toxicity rates in 157 patients who underwent intraoperative multicatheter implantation followed by HDR brachytherapy.
In the setting of local recurrent breast cancer, multicatheter interstitial brachytherapy after salvage tumorectomy has been shown to achieve good disease control. A multicentric retrospective study conducted by Hannoun-Levi as a part of the GEC-ESTRO breast cancer group [35] , assessed 217 patients with locally recurrent breast cancer, many of whom (precise data not provided) underwent intraoperative catheter implantation. In that study, which included patients with unifocal tumors (any histological type) ≤ 35 mm in size, a maximum of 3 positive regional lymph nodes and no distant metastasis; fiveyear OS and local recurrence rates were 88.7% and 5.6%, respectively. Breast cosmesis was considered excellent or good in 85% of cases.
In our series, data on cosmetic outcomes and fibrosis were slightly worse than those reported in other studies. These results can be explained by the fact that the patients who showed the greatest toxicity were those treated for recurrence, who had already undergone surgery and adjuvant WBI, and thus had a greater risk of developing toxicity. By contrast, cosmesis in the patients treated for primary disease was either good or excellent in most cases. Although cosmesis was considered satisfactory in most of the patients who underwent APBI due to locally recurrent disease, our results suggest that patients with locally recurrent disease should be informed that cosmetic outcomes may be less than optimal. Nevertheless, patients (and clinicians) may consider this to be an acceptable trade-off given the good survival rates achieved with this treatment approach, especially given that the only alternative is mastectomy (with or without reconstructive surgery).
Importantly, we observed no local recurrences in our series, a finding that underscores the excellent tumor control achieved with this technique. However, given the relatively short follow-up in our series (median, 40 months), some recurrences may occur in the future. Indeed, Aristei et al. [36] recently reported long-term results of intra-and peri-operative interstitial multicatheter HDR implants for APBI. In that study, they described that although the rate for local relapses was quite low (1.8%) at 5 years, it went up to 6.6% at 10 years. That is one of the reasons why patients must be followed up for at least 10 years -not only to rule out local relapse, but also to evaluate accurately the incidence of secondary effects.
Toxicity rates in our sample were low in both groups. Although several cases of acute and chronic mastitis were observed, these were successfully managed with supportive therapy without the need of additional surgery. One option to further reduce the complication rate could be to decrease the V150. However, it is important to keep in mind that because APBI is only a partial breast treatment, the PTV should be well-covered. In addition, it is necessary to consider interobserver variations in the CTV definition, as demonstrated by Upreti et al. [37] , especially when the cavity visualization index is low.
Study limitations
The main limitations of this study were its retrospective design, small sample size, and relatively short follow-up. Furthermore, we included patients with primary and recurrent tumors, which could be considered two different biologic diseases. This is why survival and toxicity data were analyzed separately in two groups. Another limitation is that the treatment scheme was not homogenous among all patients because we modified our treatment schedule during the study period, with just over half receiving 32 Gy (8 fractions) versus 34 Gy (10 fractions). Finally, it is also important to emphasize the complexity of this technique, which requires a high level of operator experience. For this reason, we believe this technique should only be performed in reference centers.
Conclusions
The present study provides a comprehensive description of the indications for intraoperative insertion of catheters for APBI. APBI using intraoperative interstitial multicatheter HDR, allows good tumor control in carefully selected patients; disease control rates are comparable to WBI, with low toxicity profile. Survival and local control rates are also good even in patients who undergoing salvage tumorectomy for local recurrence. However, in this patient subgroup, cosmesis may not be absolutely satisfactory, although the only alternative is mastectomy.
Among the various techniques for intraoperative APBI, we believe that interstitial multicatheter implantation merits more attention given its excellent theoretical and practical advantages over competing approaches. Intraoperative catheter insertion has the advantage of a greater accuracy in target implantation, a shortened interval between surgery and radiotherapy, and the avoidance of a second invasive procedure. This treatment modality may be especially suitable for elderly or frail patients with early-stage disease and for patients with locally recurrent breast cancer.
